Math 1051 Solutions to Review Problems

Homework is to be handed in for grading according to the schedule at the end of the syllabus.

Each homework assignment is worth 5 points, which will be awarded as follows:

For the textbook problems, you will earn 3 points if you have done them all and showed how you arrived at the answers. We understand that some problems can be done in your head so no work is needed for those, but most will require some algebra and for those your work must be shown. If you do some but not all of the problems you will be awarded 0, 1, or 2 points at the discretion of your DIS teacher.

The problems in this packet are also part of your homework. They are labeled $R_{xx}$, where $xx$ is the corresponding homework number. For example, $R_{02}$ is to be handed in with homework HW02. The problems will be graded by your DIS teacher who will award 2 points for a correct solution and answer, 1 point for a competent solution but the wrong answer (e.g., you made a simple arithmetic mistake), and 0 points for a poor solution or a correct answer that is not supported by the proper algebraic steps. Be sure to circle your answers.

The solutions will be posted on my web site http://www.z.umn.edu/robertson the day after they are due so you can check your work. Unless specifically asked for, the graphs shown below are not necessary but only serve as checks on the solutions.

**Tue 13 Sep**

HW01 is a Diagnostic Pretest. Do homework problems on the key handed out in class. There is no $R_{01}$. 